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Here are six key items to be aware of today in U.S. Offshore Wind (“OSW”)

1. �Worldwide�investment�in�OSW�projects�has�proved�resilient�despite�COVID-19.�According�to�BloombergNEF,�the�first�6�
months of 2020 saw $35 billion of investment in OSW globally, more than triple the same period the prior year. This growth 
can�largely�be�attributed�to�a�67%�reduction�in�levelized�costs�since�2012,�as�well�as�improvements�in�turbine�technology.�

2. �Bilateral�PPAs�and�OREC� transaction�structures�will�continue� to�be�utilized� for�upcoming�procurements�of�U.S.�OSW.�
Historically,�U.S.�OSW�transactions�such�as�the�Cape�Wind�project�utilized�bilateral�PPAs�with�state�utilities,�similar�to�those�
for�onshore�wind�and�solar� transactions.�More� recent� transactions,� including� the�NYSERDA�and�NJBU�procurements,�
have�utilized�OSW�Renewable�Energy�Credits�(“ORECs”).�Under�a�typical�OREC�structure,�an�OSW�producer�sells�ORECs�
directly�or�indirectly�to�local�servicing�entities�at�either�(i)�a�fixed�price�per�OREC�or�(ii)�an�index�OREC�price,�which�is�
essentially a contract for difference that factors in relevant energy and capacity prices.

3.  OSW�projects�should�qualify�for�an�extension�of�federal�tax�credits�for�a�60%�production�tax�credit�(“PTC”)�or�an�18%�
investment�tax�credit�(“ITC”)�for�all�wind�projects�that�commence�construction�in�2020�and�reach�their�commercial�operation�
date�(“COD”)�by�2024.�To�be�eligible,�projects�must�either�(i)�“commence�physical�work�of�a�significant�nature”�either�on-
site�or�off-site,�or�(ii)�incur�at�least�5%�of�the�qualified�project�costs�by�the�end�of�2020.�For�more�on�the�ITC,�please�see�
this recent webinar co-presented by Sheppard Mullin’s Amit Kalra.

4.  OSW�projects� in�U.S.� federal�waters�must� obtain� a� lease� from� the�Bureau�of�Ocean�Energy�Management� (“BOEM”),�
which approves site assessments and construction and operation plans and evaluates environmental impacts pursuant 
to�the�National�Environmental�Policy�Act�(“NEPA”).�Onshore�components�of�OSW�projects�(e.g.,�transmission�cables�and�
interconnection substations) must also comply with state and federal permitting and environmental laws. Additionally, 
most state OSW solicitations require community engagement plans involving stakeholders (e.g., property owners and 
shipping,� fishing,� and� boating� interests),� while�NYSERDA’s� 2020� solicitation� includes� environmental� justice,�minority-
owned business, and prevailing wage requirements.

5.  There�are�no�Jones�Act-qualified�wind� turbine� installation�vessels,� so�OSW�developers�must�either� transport�building�
materials and turbine components (e.g., towers, nacelles, and rotor blades) directly from a foreign port to the project site, 
or�rely�on�a�workaround�using�Jones�Act-qualified�“feeder�barges”�to�transport�these�from�U.S.�ports�to�foreign�installation�
vessels on-site. 

6.  On�August�31,�2020�U.S.�Customs�and�Border�Protection�(“USCBP”)� issued� its�first�OSW-related�Jones�Act�guidance�
since�2011,�confirming� �a� long-standing� interpretation� that� foreign�vessels�are�permitted� to� lay�cable� in�U.S.� territorial�
waters�without�violating�the�Jones�Act.�The�guidance�also�confirmed�that�cable�removal�and�decommissioning�within�U.S.�
territorial waters by a foreign vessel does not violate the Jones Act, so long as any cable that has been removed from the 
seabed�is�not�transported�to�a�U.S.�port.
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